Clinical Psychologists/Registered Psychologists – Mental Health and Addiction – Multiple Opportunities New Zealand

**Discover a career as a Psychologist in New Zealand**
Making a difference - it’s what you do. But what about what you need? Like more to do on your days off, a collaborative and supportive workplace and an employer who truly cares about your wellbeing.

We’ve got it all covered at Health New Zealand: nature at your fingertips, a team you can count on and a warm welcome.

We’re seeking talented people to fill multiple vacancies in Psychologist roles across Aotearoa New Zealand - so why not make a difference somewhere different?

**Working as a Psychologist in New Zealand:**
Psychologists working for Health New Zealand offer a wide spectrum of clinical care to diverse populations nationwide. We have roles within all sub-specialties of psychological practice, including:
- Adults
- Child and Youth
- Older Persons
- Disabilities
- Physical Health
- Youth Offending
- Educational
- Early Psychosis
- Forensic
- Perinatal

We place Psychologists in outpatient community mental health teams, in-patient and hospital settings, specialist teams and Non-Government Organisations (NGOs). We’re developing our model of delivery towards increasing access to psychological therapies and are dedicated to providing optimal treatment to our diverse communities.
In all settings that provide mental health care, you’ll find a work environment that encourages open communication and respect amongst colleagues, with ample opportunities for continuing progression and growth. Ongoing development and support are encouraged with on-the-job coaching and mentorship and a variety of in-house training programmes.

At Health New Zealand, we pride ourselves on providing the highest quality care to our patients. Psychologists work as part of our multi-disciplinary teams to provide holistic care, where your contribution to the team is valued as much as your ability to work autonomously.

**Why Health New Zealand?**

We are the Government organisation that provides publicly-funded universal health care across 19 unique districts in New Zealand. Whichever area of New Zealand you choose to work in, we’ll match you with the right role that works for you, with a variety of options and flexible work, whether it’s full-time, part-time or casual.

**Salary & Benefits:**

- **Salary and remuneration:**
  - Base salary of NZD $85K to $150K
  - Higher duties, on-call, call-back and emergency call allowances

- **Additional benefits:**
  - Reimbursement of Professional Registration costs
  - Professional indemnity insurance is covered by Health NZ
  - Paid continuing professional development allowance
  - A relocation package for international candidates

- **Leave allowances:**
  - 4 weeks of paid annual leave
  - 10 days of paid sick leave per annum
  - 14 weeks of paid parental leave
  - 12 paid public holidays per annum + time in lieu/alternative holiday if rostered
  - Long-service leave

**What you need to work here:**

- **Professional Registration:**
  
  To work as a Psychologist in Aotearoa New Zealand you must become registered to practice and hold an Annual Practising Certificate with the New Zealand Psychologist
Board. Applications from overseas-trained practitioners are assessed on an individual basis for fitness, equivalence of qualifications, and competence.

- Work Visa:
  Psychologists are on Tier 1 of New Zealand’s Green List which means you are eligible for the Straight to Residence Visa and can apply for New Zealand residency before you arrive, provided you have a job offer from us.

**How we can help you make the move:**
Our Candidate Support Team provides one-to-one personalised support throughout your journey to your new home in Aotearoa, New Zealand. We’ll match you to an area of the country that best meets your career aspirations, desired work environment and lifestyle. Once you’ve discovered where your new home will be, we can also support you through the Visa and Immigration process.

**Our Relocation & Settlement Assistance Package Includes:**
- One-way flights for you and your dependent family, including layover accommodation
- Paid shipping costs for your belongings
- Paid airport transfer on arrival
- Paid temporary accommodation for up to one month
- Paid rental car costs for up to one month


**Who we are at Health New Zealand – Te Whatu Ora:**
‘Te Whatu Ora’ translates from our indigenous Māori language to ‘the weaving of wellness’; which is what we are all about in our holistic delivery of world-class care for the health and well-being of the 5 million Kiwis in our communities.

Health New Zealand has an open and non-hierarchical approach to improving outcomes for our patients. Our cross-disciplinary collaborative way of working fosters a positive work environment where all members of our team feel supported and empowered.

**Our commitment to you**
We are dedicated to building a team that is representative of the communities that we are serving. Our kaimahi (staff) thrives on the diversity and inclusion of all experiences,
perspectives and cultures, and we welcome individuals from all walks of life and backgrounds.

Health New Zealand has programmes and facilities available to both protect and improve our teams’ physical, mental and emotional health and well-being. We know that you do your best work when you’re feeling your best, so it’s important to us that this is a priority.

If you’re ready to make the move to New Zealand, we have a team that can help you every step of the way – so apply now, and make a difference somewhere different.